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You must enable JavaScript to view this web page in full. If JavaScript isn't enabled, you don't have all the options available, and you can't buy products, fill out forms, or upload pictures and videos. The official book on Affinity Publisher by Serif is here and can now be pre-ordered from the online store Affinity.... This year, too, Afinity has a
special black Friday offer until the end of Cyber Week. 30%... The new Apple M1 chip and macOS Big Sur greatly speed up the Affinity app. At the 2020 Apple event, which is this... The DXO Nik collection celebrates the 25th anniversary of its operation. The DxO collection Nik 3 includes eight afinity plug-ins... Afinity Photo Surrealized – a
new series on Youtube by IAMRENSI. In this first episode of Surrealized, Rens shows... Rafael Sanz Balduvino has been working as a photographer for 20 years. It started out as a hobby, and then it became... How to draw this cool character design in Affinity Designer iPad, you can see the Affinity Designer iPad Speed Art... Afinity Photo
1.9 has very interesting new features, here I will find some highlights version Affinity Photo Beta for... Apple Design Award-winning Affinity Designer 1.9 goes to the next round, here you can find a new... Summary and list of new features and improvements in Affinity Publisher 1.9 here. New version of Affinity Publisher Beta... The escorts
are lovingly crafted artworks with affinity Photo iPad. You can design Bethany again and... Learn how to use the light maber in Affinity Photo iPad in this Affinity Photo tutorial for iPad from Bethany. In this... Photo Affinity Develop Persona Affinity Photo allows a separate persono to edit raw photos. That's... Today we create a cool photo
manipulation along with the Affinity Photo iPad. For this we use masks, mixing methods, adjustments, culpales of graduation and more.... With Affinity Designer iPad and Apple Pencil, you can beautifully illustrate photos in a stylish and easy way. How to convert photos into cool illustrations shows Amity... Affinity Designer is a great tool for
UI &amp; UX design, such as Music Player Mockup Affinity Designer Tutorial | Review... In Vektober 2020, there are Affinity Designer iPad tutorials from Vectorize every day. Vectorism is a great work by Jhonatan S. Silva, a specialist... Landi posted something new about Afinity on his Twitter. On his Youtube channel you will find a new
Affinity Designer tutorial. V... Today I would like to introduce you as Affinity Inspiration, Jeanne Affinity Designer Artist from Germany. As a graphic designer (Male Art) These... Marianna Orsho is a London multidisciplinary designer and graphic designer specialising in graphic design, branding, typography and illustration... Photo An
inspiration today with digital artist Melisa Redondo from Mexico. Your collage inspires 10 years of yoga teaching, 6 years... Inspiration for afinity with Claude from France. Claude is a heating technician, and in his spare time he follows the photo with passion as... Sign in and be there. Take a €5 voucher for your next order. Click here. Here
you will find some of my (German) tutorials on the Affinity Photo program with video and text instructions. Text instructions can be easily downloaded as a PDF so that they can also be available offline as a guide. And so it works On the page to post on Affinity Photo tutorials you will find a link at the beginning of each article that takes you
to pdf file tutorial. You can then easily download this PDF for free and read from anywhere offline how the various effects and features of Affinity Photo work. You can access individual pages for publication by simply clicking on the appropriate link to the article below. Here you will find a brief and clear summary of the most important
features, as well as the Affinity Photo user interface. If you first opened Afinity Photo and you don't even know where to start, I recommend you take a look here.  You accept the YouTube privacy policy by uploading a video.Read more YouTube video downloads always unlock Photo development is one of the most important areas of
photo editing. With the working area of the so-called Developed Persono, Afinity Photo offers us extensive editing options. B brightness and saturation of our photos. By uploading a video, you accept the YouTube privacy policy.Read more Video Always unlock YouTube In this video, I present the entire workflow when I use it for 90% of
my photos by default. By uploading the video you accept the privacy policy YouTube.More video download YouTube always unlock in this further iPad tutorial I showed you how to liberate objects and thus replace e.B. with other wallpapers. By uploading a video, you accept the YouTube privacy policy.More video always unlock YouTube
In this video, I present some pretty hidden features, Affinity Photo. Hidden features, some of which are incredibly powerful. By uploading a video, you accept From YouTube.Read more video download YouTube always unlock eyes are undeniable one of the most important elements of all portrait images. Enough to take a closer look at
this area. You'll be rotated what you can get here by editing your photos here. By uploading a video you accept the Privacy Policy YouTube.Read more video download YouTube always unlock photo with long exposures, many motifs, such as water or clouds, look equally much more attractive. However, for proper long-term exposure, you
usually need a tripod and filter to keep the image from shaking and exponentially. In this Affinity Photo tutorial, I will introduce an alternative method that you don't need tripods or ND filters for. By uploading a video, you accept the YouTube privacy policy.Read more YouTube video downloads always teach you how to edit the tone of value
and color of your pictures in a simple but professional way using luminous masks. So you can start right away, you'll get a download link for the already completed luminous luminous masks in this video. By uploading a video you accept the YouTube privacy policy.Read more video download YouTube always unlock Krivule for sorting are
one of the most powerful tools in Affinity Photo. Unfortunately, they are often a little confused at the beginning. Once you understand how it works, you'll like this tool just as much as I do. By uploading a video you accept the YouTube privacy policy.Read more video download YouTube always unlock Who wants to edit images in Affinity
Photo, can not avoid layers and masks. It all comes together for you. They also empower almost endless creative possibilities. By uploading a video, you accept the YouTube privacy policy.Read more youTube video downloads Always Unlock Using tools you can cut images so that you can place them e.B. on other backgrounds. In this
video, you can find out exactly how this works. By uploading a video, you accept the YouTube privacy policy.Read more video download YouTube always unlocks the commonly used method when editing images is the so-called Dodge and Burn, which is also supported by Affinity Photo. Roughly, it's about beauting and darkening certain
image areas in a targeted way. This can affect the light mood in the picture or make objects more plastic. By uploading a video, you accept the YouTube privacy policy.More video downloads YouTube always unlock the iPad app affinity Photo available The desktop version of Affinity Photo actually in almost nothing after. This is therefore
probably the most powerful image editing app on the market at the moment. Here you can find out what you can do with the app and how the (good or bad) whole thing was done on your tablet. By uploading a video, you accept the YouTube privacy policy.More Video Download YouTube always unlocks with Affinity Photo and a simple
video editing program such as e.B. iMovie can shorten your photos by creating a moving image (or video) from a clip. You can easily share this on social media, such as . B Instagram or use it great in your own videos. With this you will definitely stand out from the crowd! By uploading a video you accept the Privacy Policy YouTube.Read
more video download YouTube always unlock. Especially when taking pictures of the landscape, you often want to take as much as you can in a photo. But that requires an expensive wide-angle lens. Or, you can easily take multiple individual shots of the desired subject and later put them together on your computer in a large photo: a
panoramic shot. By uploading a video, you accept the YouTube privacy policy.Youtube more video download always unlock With Affinity Photo Blur Filter, you can make photos look like it was taken at fast motion. You can find out how it works in this tutorial. By uploading a video you accept the YouTube privacy policy.Read more Video
download YouTube always unlock Want to know more about editing images with Affinity Photo? Then my video classes would be right for you. In about 7 hours of additional video material, I'll show you all the important features of Affinity Photo and show you how to use them. Afinity Photo actually offers all the features you omnoually and
market leader Adobe Photoshop also masters. And that's in the sentacial relationship between price and capacity. There's probably nothing you can't do with Affinity Photo. Still, it's worth looking at other image editing programs. After all, each program has its advantages and disadvantages. In my YouTube video on this topic, I even
present you a free program that sometimes cost a few hundred euros. I'd like to take a look. By uploading a video you accept the YouTube privacy policy.Read more video download YouTube always unlock Want more tips and tricks around Affinity Photo? Then join my afinity email course for free now and more tips and tricks about Affinity
Photo. This allows you to increase your knowledge and skills without the need to invest a lot of time. If you don't like the e-mail course, you can, of course, sign out of the distribution list with only one click at any time. Icons by freepik from www.flaticon.com license CC 3.0 BY BY BY
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